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Astrological Compatibility
Astrologically, each individual is represented by a chart of the planets and houses at the
moment of his birth. By comparing and contrasting the interrelationships of two separate
charts, the astrologer can reveal the many ways and many levels that two people relate
with each other. This is the astrological art of synastry as it has been practiced for several
thousand years.This report analyzes each of the two selected charts and interprets the
astrological connections between them. The charts' data, along with planetary positions
and house cusps, are printed on the previous page. There are four possible sections to this
report, two for each of the charts. Any one of them, or all four of them, will be included
here depending on which were requested. For each individual the two possible sections
are: 1) How this person approaches relationships. This section considers only the one
chart, and is appropriate for all relationships this individual makes. 2) How this person
relates specifically with the second person. Here each paragraph interprets a contact
between the two charts from one chart's point of view. The text here pertains to this one
relationship only, and should be understood in light of the actual nature of the
relationship.Remember that every relationship contains points of similarity and harmony
as well as points of conflict and discord. Through understanding, it is possible to cultivate
and encourage the positive and harmonious, and keep relationships growing and fruitful
through the highs and lows of the passing years.

Report for Kurt Russell
How You Approach Relationships
You are always sensitive to others' feelings, and you pick up on even the slightest
change in mood. Life for you is, above all, an experience to be lived and felt, and you
find yourself sometimes up and sometimes down. You look to your partner for continual
advice and guidance. You prefer a mate who is able to give you an overview or picture of
what is happening. It's even OK if your partner runs a tad cool, because you tend to run a
little hot... sometimes gushy. You depend on the calm, disciplined advice of a good
manager -- which is what your partners often turn out to be.
Capricorn on 7th Cusp

You like a partner that is a hard worker, perhaps a little on the serious side -- a
mainstay of the community. They may tend to run a little cooler than hot, and this is OK
with you. You may benefit from the discipline that an older, more accomplished, life
brings to you. You may have a tendency to find your partners restrictive and too serious
at times.
Saturn Ruler of 7th

Report for Kurt Russell
Strengths in your relationships
You have an uncanny sense of justice coupled with an innate ability to interpret the
law, whether manmade or natural. This may manifest thru your showing others the way
thru, or beyond, the problems in their lives. A practical sense of how to manipulate the
opportunities that appear in life. Just plain luck! A natural love for those with more
experience or authority. A teacher, or benefactor, is likely.
Sun Conjunction Jupiter

(orb: 04 28')

You were born lucky and have never had trouble finding support and approval from
others. You may find that working with people is what you want to do for a career.
Whether professionally or not, you will find yourself guiding and directing other people
in one way or another. You have a way with other people and could do well in
advertising, sales... any occupation that works with the public. If anything, you might
have had it a little too easy, been a little too lucky.
Moon Trine Jupiter

(orb: 04 30')

You have always had a drive to delve into the unknown. The cosmos has real trouble
keeping secrets from you once you have made your mind up to investigate. You have
great perseverance and staying power. You work well in a crisis; emergencies of all kinds
find you on the spot, ready to test your mettle. You are brave -- and unafraid of death or
people. You do well with investments, property, and other people's money. You have
very little sense of propriety and tend to call a spade a spade. You like to get your hands
in the real stuff of life, blood and all.
Mars Trine Pluto

(orb: 05 44')

You communicate very well, and it is easy for you to give others a feeling for
whatever you're thinking. You tend to believe that there is almost no problem that cannot
be handled with words, by talking it out. You could be a fine speaker. Your natural
sensitivity for the feelings and thoughts of those around you makes you a valued
community member. Needless to say, you want a partner who is at home with feelings
and -- above all -- likes to talk.
Sun Conjunction Mercury

(orb: 06 04')

A passionate one. You love it when a crisis emerges and threatens to shatter the
normal routine, because you yearn for a chance to undergo really profound changes.
You're like the survivalists who wish the world would stop pretending and get down to
the nitty-gritty. Fiercely loyal, you would rather see a relationship through hell and high
water than abandon it. You delight in emotional confrontation, intense conversations, and
secrets of all kinds.
Venus Trine Pluto

(orb: 07 35')

You are comfortable with your sexual identity, and tend to be emotionally well
balanced. There is a natural rhythm in the way you handle the day-to-day problems of
work and play, with the result that you are capable of sustained effort. These same
qualities affect your relationships too. They tend to be harmonious and long lasting.

Moon Trine Sun

(orb: 08 58')

Report for Kurt Russell
Challenges in your relationships
You may choose to pursue a dreamy idealism at the expense of more mundane
concerns. Somehow you always manage to pit your ideals against the actual reality of the
situation. Is it escapism or vision? Probably some of both. You will need a partner who
can bring things into focus without shattering your gentle dream world. There may have
been some rather harsh realities connected to your upbringing. You may find yourself
putting the feminine principle on a pedestal.
Moon Square Neptune

(orb: 01 29')

Often, through no fault of your own, you find yourself at odds with authority, the law,
and conventions in general. Maintaining a good self-image may be difficult. There is a
tendency to leave things unfinished, or to not do a thorough job. Success for you comes
thru hard and precise work. You need a partner who will work with you while you find
your own way.
Sun Opposition Saturn

(orb: 02 58')

Everyone would agree that you make a good critic, although not everyone would
agree that you are always fair. You don't like opposition. In conversations, you may find
yourself squelching others' points of view. You have great mental endurance and tend to
involve yourself in projects that most would find tedious. You like repetitive work.
Mercury Opposition Saturn

(orb: 03 06')

Everyone can testify to your brilliant mind, but most would also find you somewhat
erratic and unpredictable. You don't always have the follow-through you pretend to have.
You tend to change your mind in the middle of a project and go rushing off in some new
direction. You are to some degree the victim of your own whims. You have trouble
finding practical uses for your plentiful insights.
Mercury Square Uranus

(orb: 03 06')

It may have been hard to get emotional support over the years, and your temper has
not always been a help to you. You have had to work a lot of problems out for yourself.
While you do have a lot of motivation and energy, often there is some difficulty in
getting it channeled in useful directions. Sometimes you feel that others don't like you.
You require a partner that can give you lots of emotional support. There could be a basic
ambivalence with your mother, or with women in general. You may not feel like
working.
Moon Square Mars

(orb: 05 11')

Everyone who comes to know you will remark on your high ideals. You are indeed a
beautiful soul, and you probably suffer many disappointments. Friends may see you as
unrealistic and otherworldly, afraid to put your dreams to the bitter test of life and
actuality. Those close to you may feel that your continual disappointments are a
deception on your part, a refusal to face life.
Venus Opposition Neptune

(orb: 06 39')

You sometimes have trouble distinguishing between your dreams of life and the
actual reality. Or you lack the discipline to make those dreams real, to work to make
reality be as you always dreamed it could be. This could lead to unreasonable
expectations of other people, especially your lover. A tendency to daydream finds you
with a number of false starts. You are easily distracted and have difficulty carrying things
through to the finish. You may worry about being deceived by others.
Mars Opposition Neptune

(orb: 06 40')

You have a real temper and are prone to sudden outbursts. You insist on being
independent, having your own way, and sometimes this is against your own best interests.
You're either fast and furious, or not there at all. A gentle partner who can forgive, and
most of all forget, would be a blessing. A lot of this stems from the insecurity you have
concerning your emotional life.
Mars Square Uranus

(orb: 06 41')

You have mixed feelings when it comes to other people. You can't live with them and
you can't live without them. You are used to a high degree of emotional tension. People
may misinterpret your emotional chargedness as aggression or disapproval, when in fact
that's just the way you are. They may not support your values. You long for a smooth
relationship, but if you look at your history it's been a rocky road indeed. You may have
trouble locating an environment where you feel comfortable and can flourish.
Moon Square Venus

(orb: 08 08')

You may be somewhat of a rebel, with a history of going up against authority. You
like to stand alone -- an outrider at the fringe of society -- like the old-time outlaws. You
have a knack for separating yourself from the herd. You end up as the loner, although this
is not always what you want. You need a partner in this life, a go-between for you and the
status quo.
Sun Square Uranus

(orb: 09 10')

Report for Kurt Russell
Your Relationship with Goldie Hawn
She has a healthy psychological effect on you. You probably have long and involved
discussions, perhaps secluding yourself from the rest of the world for a time. Through
knowing her you feel more accepting of the way life and the world are. She is supportive
of the tendency in yourself to forgive and forget, to suffer the pangs and arrows of life in
favor of its better qualities. When you are with her, you can become very accepting,
tranquil, almost sweet.
Her Moon in Your Twelfth House

Meeting Goldie has got to be good for you, at least for your health and personal
habits. She is sure to give you a hand at implementing all those many projects that you
have never gotten around to doing, like eating better, cutting down on this, and so forth.
She is really able to get you to work on taking care of these kinds of details. And she
cares for you in about every way you could imagine. Where else could you get this kind
of service? In many ways she is your own conscience come alive. Working hand and
hand with her should take a great burden off your mind.
Her Sun in Your Sixth House

When the two of you get together for an intensive talk session, watch out. You love to
discuss the details of work and matters relating to your health, self-improvement, and
general well-being. She brings out ideas on how to improve and care for yourself. On the
down side, both of you can slip into a very critical vein, especially of others. You may
find yourself working together in some editorial or managerial capacity.
Her Mercury in Your Sixth House

Goldie appreciates your sense of self -- the way you feel and express yourself. She is
proud of you and always urges you on to greater heights of creativity and self-expression
when you are with her. Through her you may discover that you are more of an artist or
performer than you had imagined. There is much affection and plain old good feelings.
Great love potential. A healthy relationship. You also may have similar views when it
comes to ideas about animals and children.
Her Venus in Your Fifth House

Goldie could be a positive asset when it comes to business and financial concerns.
She can provide drive and may push you to improve yourself, make more money, etc.
There is incentive here for you to respond to whatever opportunities may be latent in your
situation. You may become more active in this regard as a result of this relationship.
Money and possessions get a boost. The relationship may involve some jealousy and
possessiveness.
Her Mars in Your Second House

Goldie tends to lead you out of yourself, and urges you to make greater efforts, to
reach out and express yourself. You may overdo. Certainly she is a key person as
regarding how you view and feel about yourself. Through her you have come to
experience more confidence and happiness. You are proud to be with her and, most of all,

she is just fun to be with. Children and animals are two things you share. There may be a
tendency to spend all at once. You feel creative and artistic around her.
Her Jupiter in Your Fifth House

This could be an expensive relationship, for Goldie can't help but put your resources
to the test. She may not value you to the degree that you would like her to, or she may not
respond to what you feel are your better qualities. This can leave you feeling cold and
disappointed. The charm that others may find intriguing is wasted on her. This is not to
say that this will not be a worthwhile relationship, but it will not be supportive in any
normal sense of that word.
Her Saturn in Your Second House

She may be responsible for introducing you to new ideas about forebearance and
patience. Her insights into your psychology, as well as mankind's, are worth taking a very
careful look at. Goldie has an unusual ability to put you in touch with your own sense of
compassion and love for other people. She can offer new solutions that could help you
cross beyond a lot of petty doubts and fears, and find a deeper commitment to truth and
goodness. She brings out the saint in you.
Her Uranus in Your Twelfth House

You share a sense of the unity of life, and this could mean a very happy, almost
dreamy domestic scene. There is a tendency to lose yourself in dreams and fantasies, so
strong is your imagination when you are together. You could make very beautiful music
together. You may have to be a little careful not to get carried away with all of this and
neglect your responsibilities (the details of life).
Her Neptune in Your Fourth House

Knowing Goldie can have a revolutionary effect on your thinking processes. The two
of you probably have intense and passionate conversations that cut through the mundane
and get right to the nitty-gritty. She is challenging, and it is more likely that there are
arguments than not. She can see through any pretense and knows just how it is with you.
Your speaking, thinking, and writing habits may undergo a major transformation from
her influence.
Her Pluto in Your Third House

Report for Kurt Russell
Strengths in your relationship with Goldie Hawn
She is a real driving wheel for you when it comes to your writing and speaking skills.
She can push you to be more articulate, even eloquent, than would otherwise be the case.
Conversations with Goldie are always wordy and animated, at least from your end. You
may find it easy to put her feelings into words.
Your Mercury Trine Her Mars

(orb: 00 13')

This could be a very passionate and intense relationship. You find that you are always
pushing her to face herself, putting her through changes. She probably finds this exciting.
There is a strong sexual attraction to all of this. This could be a good business
combination, if caution is exercised.
Your Mars Trine Her Pluto

(orb: 00 18')

This is about as close to a mutual admiration society as any two are likely to get.
Goldie is very supportive of your values and ideals. You might even feed on this. You
have always felt simple admiration and love for her. You just like the way she feels.
Your Venus Sextile Her Moon

(orb: 00 59')

This could be a real working relationship. Goldie has an organizing effect on you, and
brings discipline and good sense to any project the two of you engage in. Although
somewhat cool and conservative, this has every sign of being a very durable relationship.
Your Sun Trine Her Saturn

(orb: 01 33')

This is an easygoing relationship with plenty of give and take on both sides and very
little friction. There is a tendency to identify with one another, and you both have a great
deal in common.
Your Sun Trine Her Sun

(orb: 02 41')

You find it easy to talk to (sometimes at) Goldie, and you think about her a lot. She
encourages you mentally, and may support some communication project you are involved
in -- speaking, writing, etc.
Your Mercury Trine Her Sun

(orb: 03 23')

Goldie Hawn always seems to come up with a new feeling for life when you get
behind her. You seem to push her to break through the humdrum and have new
experiences. You understand how to move her to get out of herself and experience new
things.
Your Mars Sextile Her Uranus

(orb: 04 01')

You find Goldie's way of thinking and speaking just to your taste. You have a natural
sense of appreciation for her mind and the way she communicates. She has a knack for
putting your own ideals and values into words. You probably have fantastic
conversations.
Your Venus Trine Her Mercury

(orb: 04 41')

You are wholeheartedly supportive of Goldie's values and ideals. You are her best
fan. She is always appreciative of your feelings and moods, with the result that you feel

very much valued. This is a very nice arrangement.
Your Moon Trine Her Venus

(orb: 05 38')

You understand her emotions and like the way Goldie feels about life. She can really
move you to take action and accomplish things. There could be a shared love of sports,
even a competitive feeling. This could be a long and romantic relationship.
Your Sun Trine Her Mars

(orb: 05 51')

This is a good working relationship. Goldie tends to bring a real sense of discipline
and order into your life. You feel like making a sustained effort when you are with her.
You can't help but support her sense for organization and order.
Your Moon Conjunction Her Saturn

(orb: 07 25')

Goldie may be a real help when it comes to disciplined thinking, mental organization,
and study in general. You are able to talk about her problems easily. You are able to put
into words situations in which she finds herself.
Your Mercury Trine Her Saturn

(orb: 07 37')

Report for Kurt Russell
Challenges in your relationship with Goldie Hawn
You find that it is easy for you to hurt her feelings, or she takes offense easily, with
the result that she is not always as supportive of you as you might wish. You both waste a
lot of time holding out against the other. You may feel that she ignores you.
Your Sun Square Her Moon

(orb: 00 09')

She may have a tendency to throw cold water on your enthusiasms and hurt your
feelings. You may not take her problems seriously enough to suit her, and she may tend
to restrict your natural sense of love and appreciation. There is cold-war tension to this
relationship.
Your Venus Square Her Saturn

(orb: 00 43')

Goldie may feel that she doesn't have your support when it comes to matters of career
and life direction. There may be hard feelings. You may find the decisions she makes
upsetting to you emotionally. Her basic philosophy of life can sometimes be at odds with
the way you are feeling.
Your Moon Square Her Jupiter

(orb: 01 12')

You may feel that Goldie is a hopeless dreamer, and you may refuse to get behind
what you term escapism on her part. Your own ambitions run counter to her own sense of
mystery and idealism. She may disappoint or deceive you.
Your Mars Opposition Her Neptune

(orb: 04 09')

She may not always think highly of you and is not afraid to let you know when this is
the case. You may sometimes tend to discount what she says and squelch
communication. You don't always like what she thinks.
Your Sun Square Her Mercury

(orb: 05 31')

Problems could arise from Goldie's feeling that you have no sympathy for her dreams
and ideals -- her more imaginative side. Perhaps you just refuse to discuss these aspects
of life with her. Whatever happens, it makes for some disappointing situations. You may
not be able to think clearly when you are together.
Your Mercury Opposition Her Neptune

(orb: 05 38')

It's no secret that you and Goldie can have communication problems. You may find
her lack of support for what you say and think unfair and hard to accept. Yet it is a twoway street -- often your thoughts and ideas rub her the wrong way too. They are contrary
to the way she feels about things, and she finds it difficult to be encouraging at times.
Your Mercury Square Her Moon

(orb: 05 55')

Timing could be off between the two of you. Your drive and ambition fail to link up
with her ideas of career and success. You may feel that she is not a good decision-maker
and tends to squander your assets.
Your Mars Opposition Her Jupiter

(orb: 06 22')

The two of you feel a lot of attraction for each other, but often as not you end up at
opposite ends of the couch. You may not appreciate her more aggressive nature or the

way she acts. You may not like the way she makes you feel. She feels unappreciated.
Your Venus Square Her Mars

(orb: 06 41')

Romance aside, this is not a good combination for any business relationship. You are
not very appreciative of her decision-making, and you probably seldom take her advice
when it comes to career decisions. She may persevere against your best wishes, with the
result that she may tend to overdue, overspend, and get carried away.
Your Venus Opposition Her Jupiter

(orb: 06 57')

You won't support what you feel are unrealistic notions and fantasies on her part. Her
escapism does nothing for you. You feel she should learn to be more down to earth and
practical. There can be much disappointment, and possibly deception, with this
combination.
Your Moon Square Her Neptune

(orb: 09 20')

Report for Goldie Hawn
How You Approach Relationships
Your manner of relating to others is open and direct, and you somehow always
manage to get right to the heart of things. No sidesteps. Everyone knows where you stand
because your heart is always right there on your sleeve. On meeting you, one might
expect that you would seek out another no-nonsense and serious type as a mate. Not so.
You find relief from your own single-mindedness with someone who is, above all, fun
and easy to talk to; talk and mental stimulation are things you really enjoy. The fact that
they are a bit of a lightweight, always on the move, and even a bit frivolous, doesn't
bother you one bit. You're delighted.
Gemini on 7th Cusp

Above all, you have a need for partners that are bright, witty, and that like to talk and
communicate. You must have mental compatibility before you get serious about
someone. Aside from talking, you like others who are interested in speaking and writing.
Mercury Ruler of 7th

Relationships are always deeply moving experiences for you. You have powerful
feelings and can't seem to hide them from others. You're OK when alone, but as soon as
you get with a group you can't seem to ignore what you feel. Everything has the tendency
to get right to your gut. Marriage is almost unavoidable, so important a role will it play
for you. And the road to (and through) marriage is more likely to be turbulent than
tranquil. You are committed to all relationships with all your heart. You would make an
excellent marriage counselor once you learn to manage your own situation.
Mars in 7th House

You approach relationships with great caution and may even shy away from them.
They are not something you are apt to take lightly. If you do enter into one, it is a very
solemn business with you, even downright religious. You insist that any bond be a strong
one and based on the most serious of reasons. You might just find it easier to join with
God and live a religious life than to take a living partner. Not much given to flings, you
may prefer to marry late or be involved in a marriage where one partner is much older
than the other. Your social life may include priests, ministers, monks, and other very
disciplined folks.
Saturn in 7th House

Report for Goldie Hawn
Strengths in your relationships
You are a great problem-solver, and can always think of a way to do almost anything.
Your friends know you to be fair, and your integrity is unquestionable. You may find
yourself interested in legal matters, publishing, philosophical and religious subjects, and
would make a good teacher or instructor. Scientific investigation would interest you.
Mercury Sextile Jupiter

(orb: 02 16')

You have great emotional control, and this allows you to pace yourself in ways
average people cannot. You can keep control when others lose it. This suggests the
capacity for sustained effort on your part which may manifest in a natural athletic ability.
Your relationships, which tend to be long lasting, are easy going. There is an accent on
leadership and masculinity.
Sun Trine Mars

(orb: 03 10')

A real love of science and natural laws. You are a hard and tireless worker with
absolute determination and the ability to carry great projects through to completion.
Always the protector to all those you come to know, you tend to have long and secure
relationships. Since you are a natural conservative, those older than yourself (authority
figures) tend to benefit you.
Sun Trine Saturn

(orb: 04 14')

You are very skilled and exhibit great artistry in whatever you do. Your work is
always well organized and efficiently produced. You are driven to accept more and more
responsibility, which is not a burden to you. This is a sign of excellent managerial ability.
You're in it for the long haul and are a good example of what real discipline looks like.
Mars Conjunction Saturn

(orb: 07 24')

You were born lucky and have never had trouble finding support and approval from
others. You may find that working with people is what you want to do for a career.
Whether professionally or not, you will find yourself guiding and directing other people
in one way or another. You have a way with other people and could do well in
advertising, sales... any occupation that works with the public. If anything, you might
have had it a little too easy, been a little too lucky.
Moon Trine Jupiter

(orb: 07 56')

Report for Goldie Hawn
Challenges in your relationships
Power struggles are no stranger to you. You tend to put off confrontations until they
build up and then explode, kind of like having your own built-in volcano. You probably
have considerable emotional tension and a strong sexual drive. Your flair for secrecy
could find you with more than one lover, several affairs.
Venus Square Pluto

(orb: 00 09')

Everyone can testify to your brilliant mind, but most would also find you somewhat
erratic and unpredictable. You don't always have the follow-through you pretend to have.
You tend to change your mind in the middle of a project and go rushing off in some new
direction. You are to some degree the victim of your own whims. You have trouble
finding practical uses for your plentiful insights.
Mercury Opposition Uranus

(orb: 04 38')

You don't always say just what you mean. For that matter, you may sometimes not
even know how you feel about something. You tend to envy people who can always put
their finger on how they feel. It can be hard for you to talk about your feelings. Any
partner will have to understand this about you. Are you often moody? Yes, probably.
Moon Opposition Mercury

(orb: 05 40')

Report for Goldie Hawn
Your Relationship with Kurt Russell
The two of you may work together in the public eye. From the very first, you saw that
he was a natural complement, and you knew that you could always count on his support.
You might actually form some kind of business partnership. He seems to respond to your
every mood. There is real harmony between the two of you. Others could come to depend
on your relationship for reasons of their own.
His Moon in Your Seventh House

At last, someone you can really talk with. You should have become instant friends
from the very start. Kurt is the kind of person that is intellectually stimulating. Together
you could spend great amounts of time exploring ideas and concepts, taking walks, and
even short trips. Talking until dawn is not impossible with him. The platonic thing was
there from the start, and there is a sense of the brotherly and sisterly between you. Even if
lovers, you will always be first and foremost, good friends.
His Sun in Your Third House

He is a talker, and you're no slouch yourself. When the two of you get together there
is little room for anyone else in the conversation. You both connected intellectually and
mentally from the very beginning and seem to have a world of things to discuss. When
you can't get together, you may talk on the phone or write voluminous letters to one
another. Communication is so strong between you that it is possible for you to team up
and collaborate on writing or speaking projects. Take the show on the road.
His Mercury in Your Third House

He seems to appreciate your more domestic and homey qualities. He likes the way
you feel, physically and emotionally. Kurt tends to bring out the parent or protector in
you and tends to banish your thoughts of coolness and distance. You have thoughts of
home life and domesticity when you are with him. The idea of putting down roots,
settling down, and just living life takes on value through knowing him.
His Venus in Your Fourth House

Kurt is quite direct and may tend to come on strong, even to the point of
aggressiveness. Or, he may evoke a strong verbal response on your part. Whatever the
effect, you will find that interchange with him has the result of moving you to think and
to have new ideas. Communication will be brisk and may involve lots of emotion. You
could find all of this refreshing, inspiring, and just what you need to set you going on
some project involving writing or communication.
His Mars in Your Third House

Conversations with Kurt are more than just stimulating. You find them instructive,
producing solutions to questions that you may have wondered about for years. He seems
to have a knack for guiding you in just the right direction. You admire his mind and good
judgment. He may encourage you to speak, write, and in some way communicate to a
fuller extent.
His Jupiter in Your Third House

You are going to have to put your money where your mouth is when it comes to
matters of truth or morality, for Kurt will tolerate nothing but a straight gate. You will
tow the line. He could be a great help to you in separating the wheat from the chaff from
among your many philosophies or grand ideas. On the other hand, you could get the idea
that you are immoral just because you don't happen to be as strict as he is. It may be
difficult to travel.
His Saturn in Your Ninth House

You may have met in an unusual, unexpected way. There is always this sense that he
may vanish as quickly as he appeared. You never are quite sure what he is about to do
next. There is a strong possibility that Kurt was a key to introducing you to new people or
a new crowd. Time spent together is fun and filled with a sense of adventure and
discovery. He is good at sharing new ways to approach people and relationships.
His Uranus in Your Seventh House

Here is someone with whom you share a broad and far-reaching vision. Together the
two of you are transported by late- night discussions and common dreams. He brings out
the eloquent in you, and when you are with him you sense that you are part prophet and
visionary. Your religious and philosophical ideas are in fine tune. There is a very heady
kind of romance here.
His Neptune in Your Ninth House

This relationship is passionate and intense. You can't ignore Kurt, and he knows how
to get right to you with a single glance. He won't put up with excuses or habits of yours
which are a waste of your time or money. He is not afraid to get right in there and change
you himself. He doesn't ask your permission to do the obvious. This may result in a real
power struggle for you both. On the other hand, this could be a powerful business
relationship.
His Pluto in Your Eighth House

Report for Goldie Hawn
Strengths in your relationship with Kurt Russell
Kurt is probably adept at putting some of your ambitions into words. You can see that
he understands your feelings and what motivates you. This makes for many highly
spirited exchanges.
Your Mars Trine His Mercury

(orb: 00 13')

This could be a real working relationship. Kurt has an organizing effect on you, and
brings discipline and good sense to any project the two of you engage in. Although
somewhat cool and conservative, this has every sign of being a very durable relationship.
Your Sun Sextile His Saturn

(orb: 00 18')

You are wholeheartedly supportive of Kurt's values and ideals. You are his best fan.
He is always appreciative of your feelings and moods, with the result that you feel very
much valued. This is a very nice arrangement.
Your Moon Sextile His Venus

(orb: 00 59')

You somehow are able to put Kurt's dreams and ideals into words. He finds you very
imaginative, even eloquent, and may love poetry and music that you write. There is a
basic sense of shared ideals, and you have long dreamy conversations.
Your Mercury Sextile His Neptune

(orb: 01 58')

This is an easygoing relationship with plenty of give and take on both sides and very
little friction. There is a tendency to identify with one another, and you both have a great
deal in common.
Your Sun Trine His Sun

(orb: 02 41')

He manages to exert a good influence on your drive to succeed, bringing discipline
and order that you may lack. There could be a long-term and hard-working relationship.
He manages your talents with skill and understanding.
Your Mars Sextile His Saturn

(orb: 02 52')

He finds you willing and able to discuss even the most sensitive, personal, and
psychological issues. You naturally understand the changes he's going through, and you
have a knack for putting them into words. This could be a fine business relationship
because both of you can concentrate on the essentials.
Your Mercury Trine His Pluto

(orb: 02 54')

He has a way with words which you find flattering and interesting, since the subject is
often you. He loves to talk to you and may also write you letters. You find him
stimulating mentally, and communication is most often smooth.
Your Sun Trine His Mercury

(orb: 03 23')

You can see and understand where he is coming from. You like his sense of values,
and aren't afraid to tell him about it. He values you for your mentality and skill with
words. He likes the way you think.
Your Mercury Trine His Venus

(orb: 04 41')

This is about as close to a mutual admiration society as any two are likely to get. Kurt

is very supportive of your values and ideals. You might even feed on this. You have
always felt simple admiration and love for him. You just like the way he feels.
Your Venus Trine His Moon

(orb: 05 38')

This could be an excellent partnership, whether romantic or otherwise. You feel that
you can really get behind Kurt and push him on to new heights. Feelings run high, and
there is always lots of action.
Your Mars Trine His Sun

(orb: 05 51')

You value his independent ways. You love how he is often surprising you, and doing
new things to get your attention. You always respond with warmth and appreciation. You
feel that he values your ideals, knowing they are unique.
Your Venus Trine His Uranus

(orb: 06 14')

Kurt may be one of your most valuable assets and have a great influence on your
career and life direction. Through his support you may succeed in finding solutions to
many a problem. You work well together and would make good partners.
Your Sun Trine His Jupiter

(orb: 07 09')

You both probably love music, theater, and -- above all -- the movies. He finds you
very supportive when it comes to his dreams and fantasies. You probably find it easy to
get lost together in any of a number of imaginative activities. You tend to get emotionally
very clear and high when the two of you are together.
Your Moon Trine His Neptune

(orb: 07 38')

You tend to support and encourage an independent streak in Kurt. You don't mind
that he enjoys being a little different. You find him emotionally stimulating, and even
unique. He may have introduced you to new attitudes toward home and family, and new
ways of feeling.
Your Moon Conjunction His Uranus

(orb: 09 01')

Report for Goldie Hawn
Challenges in your relationship with Kurt Russell
You may not feel very supportive of Kurt, and he may not be able to depend on you
as much as he would like. He seems to go against your feelings more than a little, and this
could lead to many a confrontation.
Your Moon Square His Sun

(orb: 00 09')

A basic lack of communication, particularly regarding Kurt's career decisions. He
tends to go against your way of thinking, or you refuse to talk about this subject with
him. It may be difficult to communicate.
Your Mercury Square His Jupiter

(orb: 01 02')

You may find him somewhat repressive of your feelings. He manages to put a damper
on you every time you get to feeling good and comfortable. There is no way you will
support this side of him, and this could lead to a real standoff.
Your Moon Square His Saturn

(orb: 02 49')

Kurt may feel that he doesn't have your support when it comes to matters of career
and life direction. There may be hard feelings. You may find the decisions he makes
upsetting to you emotionally. His basic philosophy of life can sometimes be at odds with
the way you are feeling.
Your Moon Square His Jupiter

(orb: 04 38')

There may be some problems in communication. You may find it difficult to talk with
Kurt, or attempts at communication end up in a standstill. His attitude and manner may
leave you feeling frustrated, unable to communicate.
Your Mercury Square His Sun

(orb: 05 31')

From time to time there may be some hard feelings and harsh words between you.
You may not feel like talking, or find that you can't support a lot of what he is saying. He
may not be able to understand how you feel, and resents your attitude.
Your Moon Square His Mercury

(orb: 05 55')

You can't appreciate his continual need for self-analysis and confrontation. He never
seems happy unless he has reduced every meeting to its lowest common denominator. He
may go against all that you hold dear, and drag you through scene after scene. A problem.
Your Venus Square His Pluto

(orb: 06 11')

Kurt may not appreciate the way you come on and act. Your basic energy, the way
you feel, is counter in some way to his values and ideals. He may act aloof. You may
have a tendency to be a bull in a china shop when it comes to what he cares about.
Your Mars Square His Venus

(orb: 06 41')

